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EXORDIUM
The emergence of cryptocurrency can be traced to the year 2009 where
pseudonymous Satoshi Nakamoto introduced Bitcoin to the world. Well after 2010,
which is the year Bitcoin was first valued, more types of cryptocurrencies have
begun to spring forth. Foremost of which are Litecoin (2011), DASH (2014), Neo (2014)
and Ethereum (2015). Cryptocurrency has become quite popular over the world,
there is an estimated number of users reaching over 50 million as at the end of June
2020. Here in Nigeria, cryptocurrency is just as popular. Yet, the position of the law
is still blurry on its practice. To that end, investors (its users and traders included) do
not know the stance of the law as regards Cryptocurrency which makes the
enforcement of deals conducted in Cryptocurrency immune to redress.

This article is geared towards revealing the stance of the law (legality or illegality)
amongst other law and regulations related issues of cryptocurrency. In achieving
this aim, it is pertinent to first have a basic understanding of cryptocurrency and
then of the various Nigerian financial laws and regulations that may concern
cryptocurrency with a view on finding the true legal stance on cryptocurrency.
Cryptocurrency has become a topic for professional discussion because it is without
doubt that it is part of the lives of a good number of people. It was first introduced
in the form of Bitcoin in year 2009 and after several years of unstable value rate, it is
still in rave. People still trade in it, still invest, still get duped and still get real money
from cryptocurrency. What truly is a cryptocurrency?
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MEANING OF
CRYPTOCURRENCY
A cryptocurrency is a digital medium of exchange, created and stored electronically
in the block chain, which uses encryption techniques to control the creation of
monetary units and to verify transfer of funds. A block chain is a decentralized
technological ledger of all transactions across a peer-to-peer network. Using this
technology, participants can confirm transactions without a need for a central
clearing authority or a third party like bank.[i] . Despite the various serious and true
criticisms that cryptocurrency have faced, for instance; their use for illegal activities
and volatility of its exchange rate, they are still a popular option today, probably
owning to the fact that funds can be transferred without the interference of banks
and financial institutions, thereby saving cost that would have been spent on
transaction fees, or that payments are made quicker, also some just get
cryptocurrency as a long or short term investment, hoping the value goes up[ii][iii]

[i] PWC. “Making Sense of Bitcoin, Cryptocurrency and Blockchain". Accessed Friday
4, 2020
[ii] Federal Trade Commission. “What to Know About Cryptocurrency”.
Consumer.ftc.gov. October, 2018. Accessed September 5, 2020
[iii] Frankenfield Jake. “Cryptocurrency”. Investopedia. Updated May 5, 2020.
Accessed September 5, 2020
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SUSCEPTIBILITY TO
FRAUD
It is without doubt that the conduct of crypto is designed in a manner in which it
could easily be a secured hideout for crime such as money laundering, cyber theft,
tax evasion etc. This is so because it is inaccessible by the government to regulate
the practice, making it largely, and in some countries, entirely unprotected by law.
In most cases, there exists no reversal once a transaction is complete because these
transactions are largely untraceable. it is also not out of scope to say that there are
legit and conscience motivated investors and traders on virtual currencies. Jesse
Bray made a connection between anonymity, Cryptocurrency and cyber crime. He
posited that Cryptocurrency is open to cyber attacks such as Denial of service
attacks (DoS), theft, release or manipulation of sensitive data[i].
Considering all these said, it is important to note that because a forum can be used
for fraudulent and illegal practices, that does not automatically make the forum
illegal. Truly, cryptocurrency has been a vehicle for various fraudulent practices but
it is also a true statement that there is conscience motivated investors and traders
in cryptocurrency. For emphasis, it is safe to say that cryptocurrencies are not illegal
under Nigerian law because it has the capacity to be used for illegal practices.

[i] Sanni Serah. “Cryptocurrency in Nigeria: Regulatory Framework & Related Issues".
Mondaq. October 21, 2019. Accessed September 6, 2020.
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IS CRYPTOCURRENCY AN
ACTUAL CURRENCY?
It is important to ask this question because this will help to know if the various laws
on currency in Nigeria can affect cryptocurrency. The main characteristics of
currency which a cryptocurrency does not have are;
Liquidity;
Stability of value;
being a legal tender and;
being an easy and frictionless trading between people[i][ii]
Evidently, cryptocurrency and virtual currency (as some alternatively say) are indeed
no currency at all by reference law. And the Central Bank of Nigeria till date has not
realized any kind of law or regulation that places cryptocurrency on the pedestal of
actual currency, instead in the CBN circular released on January 12, 2017[iii],
cryptocurrencies were referred to as ‘products'.

[i] Mr. Money Mustache. “Why Bitcoin is Stupid”. Mrmoneymustache. January 2,
2018. Accessed September 4, 2020.
[ii] Spacey John. “10 Characteristics of Money". Simplicable. September 12, 2018.
Accessed September 6, 2020.
[iii] Central Bank of Nigeria. “Circular to Banks and Other Financial Institutions on
Virtual Currency Operations in Nigeria”. January 12, 2017
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THE LEGAL STANDPOINT
OF CRYPTOCURRENCY
To begin with, in the consideration of the law, the name Cryptocurrency begs the
question; whether it is indeed a currency. There are implications attached if
Cryptocurrency will be termed as “currency” as opposed to “commodity". One of
such is that the reference to it as a currency will necessarily subject them to the
purview of currency laws while classifying them as commodity may exclude them
from the currency laws. To add a similar fact, classifying Cryptocurrencies as
currency may bounce them in into the category of “assets" for capital gains tax
purposes. In which case, a commodity should bring them under the ambit of goods
under the consumption tax by virtue of the capital gains tax act [i]
Section 3 of the act provides [ii]
Subject to any exceptions provided by this Act, all forms of property shall be assets
for the purposes of this Act, whether situated in Nigeria or not, including;
(a) options, debts and incorporeal property generally;
(b) any currency other than Nigerian currency; and
(c) any form of property created by the person disposing of it, or otherwise coming
to be owned without being acquired, and without prejudice to the foregoing
provisions, this section shall have effect, notwithstanding that the property is, an
asset in respect of which qualifying expenditure had been incurred under the
Schedule to the Personal Income Tax Act, the Third Schedule to the Companies
Income Tax Act or the Petroleum Profits Tax Act.

[i] Cap C1 LFN 2004. S.3 and the Value added tax act cap VI LFN 2004. S.2
[ii] Ibid
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THE LEGAL STANDPOINT
OF CRYPTOCURRENCY
With these being pointed out, Abdul Abdullatiff in his article on this subject matter
observed that as with most concepts, currency has no generally accepted definition.
The reasoning of which this article also agrees with. This is because certain
characteristics are essential. Currency should have intrinsic value, be a legal tender,
ground claim against issuers, be a medium of exchange, a unit of account and a
store of value. To all these attributes, Cryptocurrency only posses the feature of
being a medium of exchange in online retail and it is also used as store of value[i]
which because of that cannot be hastily referred to as currency as far as the law is
concerned. Also, it is decentralized, its supply source is private, the supply quantity
is inflexible, the supply rule is based on the computer program and this supply rule
can change with the notional agreement of majority miners. International Monetary
Fund posited that:
The legal concept of currency is associated with the power of the sovereign to
establish a legal framework providing for central issuance of banknotes and coins.
The above to the conclusion that for a thing to be legally classified as currency, it
must first be controlled by a central sovereign financial body like CBN. And it must
come in bank notes and coins issued by the central authority because it and only it
possesses the power to do so. All these appear to intimidate the esteem of
Cryptocurrency from obtaining the force of law to be termed a currency.

[i] The Sun. "Bitcoin, Ripple and Litecoin prices plummet as cryptocurrency market
crashes by £120BILLION instantly after website ditches South Korean exchange
data"
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THE LEGAL STANDPOINT
OF CRYPTOCURRENCY
However, due to the increase in Cryptocurrency operating as a rising medium of
exchange in the world, it could arguably be termed as a currency (only not in the
sight of the law). Hence the need to delve into the actions of the central financial
authority (CBN) and other related authorities on the improvement made on
accommodating Cryptocurrency in money related laws and regulations. The Money
Laundering (Prohibition) Act, 2011, the Forex Act [i], expressly stated in section 2 that
transactions in the Forex market shall be in any convertible foreign currency.
However, even if cryptocurrencies are declared by our government to be actual
currencies, a careful perusal of these Acts as well as Banks and Other Financial
Institutions Act and the Central Bank of Nigeria Act reveals no crime on the part of
citizens who are users of cryptocurrency because the law is silent on the legality or
otherwise of Cryptocurrency. The Nigerian law clearly was unprepared for
cryptocurrency. The CBN did issued two circulars. The first on January 12, 2017 which
was directed to banks and other financial institutions, in a bid to “protect the
integrity of the Nigerian Financial System”, they were required to ensure the
forgoing amongst others;
That they do not trade or transact in virtual currency;
Also that customers who do, do so subject to the AML/CLF and subject to the
satisfaction of the bank or financial institutions.

[i] Foreign Exchange (Monitoring and Miscellaneous Provisions) Act.
CAP F34, (Decree No 17 of 1995) LFN
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THE LEGAL STANDPOINT
OF CRYPTOCURRENCY
The onus to report any suspicious transactions regarding cryptocurrency was
vested in the bank or financial institutions. Asides from these clear guidelines given
to financial institutions, the circular had unequivocally stated that cryptocurrency
is not a legal tender in Nigeria. It is important to point out that this circular is not
particularly clear-cut as to whether Cryptocurrency should be traded or invested in.
In a better explanation, it allowed it in part and disallowed it in part. The wordings
of the circular are to the effect that banks ensure that they do not trade in virtual
currencies but bank customers that do, do such, subject to the satisfaction of the
bank and AML/CLF. With that being pointed out, the law remains that when the
position of the law as in the case of Tinubu V IMB[i], also reiterated in the case
Global Excellence Communications Ltd. & Ors. V. Mr. Donald Duke, as regards a
particular matter like this one that is unsettled or when the law is silent on the
legality of an action, the doing of that action Is not illegal. Another circular by CBN
was passed on February 28, 2018[ii] which was basically a warning addressed to the
public, mentioning the disadvantages of cryptocurrency which has been touched
above and reiterating the fact that cryptocurrencies are not legal tenders in Nigeria,
advising the public to trade with caution in dealing with virtual legalities. By this,
the meaning of the intent of the CBN is to issue a caveat emptor which has been
interpreted in the case of Oladejo Adewuyi V Fadele Akanni & Ors[iii] to mean
buyers beware, to all Nigerians intending to trade in Cryptocurrency as there is no
remedy in law for whoever seeks redress should such need arises. These two
circulars are the closest to law or regulation we have specifically addressing
cryptocurrency. However, they are not enough and cannot be compared to a
legislation.

[i] 3PLR/2001/89/CA
[ii] Central Bank of Nigeria. “Virtual Currencies Not Legal Tender in Nigeria”.
February 28, 2018
[iii] (1993) LPELP-SC. 36/1987
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THE LEGAL STANDPOINT
OF CRYPTOCURRENCY
On Nigeria, Cointelegram.com writes
"bitcoin is legal in Nigeria but the Nigeria SEC or securities and exchange
commission warned citizens about the Cryptocurrency investment being risky and
sometimes fraudulent. However, the Nigeria Deposit Insurance Corporation and
the CBN have plans to adopt Cryptocurrency technology and have several subcommittees working on implementing block chain into governmental insurance
and financial services".[i]
While the other part of this publication maybe true, it is needed to point out that
the first four words in the reference (bitcoin is legal in Nigeria) is a blatant
repugnance to common sense. Bitcoin is a type of cryptocurrency. It is only
unreasonable to say that a type of Cryptocurrency is legal in a country while
Cryptocurrency itself is undergoing plans of adoption. The point remains that the
law on Cryptocurrency is unsettled, meaning the law is silent on it as the draft-men
did not envisage such, that doesn’t make a part of it legal. The conduct is only
permitted at the expense of the performer until otherwise stated in law. A careful
reading of the two circulars leads to one conclusion, in Nigeria cryptocurrency is
highly unregulated and is not a legal tender but can be used, invested in and traded
in by individuals even with the regulations of banks and other financial institutions
at expense of the trader or investor.

[i] Cointelegram. "Nigeria News
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THE NEW REGULATIONS OF
SEC: MATTERS ARISING
On the 14th of September, 2020, the Nigerian securities and exchange commission
(SEC) has issued a regulatory guideline for digital currencies and crypto-based
companies or startups. The entire purport of the guideline is to mandate the
registration of crypto based companies whose assets are termed securities under
the investment and securities act of 2007, the aim according to them which is to
create certain standards for ethical practices. Section 13 of the act confers on the
commission as the apex regulator of the Nigerian capital market to regulate
investments and securities businesses in Nigeria. In line with these powers, the SEC
has adopted a three-way objective to regulate innovation, built on protection,
market deepening and problem solving solutions. This will guide its strategy, its
regulations and its interactions with innovators seeking legitimacy and relevance.[i]
The SEC will by their guideline, regulate crypto-tone or crypto-coin investments
when the investments itself is a security. All cryptocurrencies are however deemed
as securities unless otherwise proven. Thus, the burden of proving that the crypto
assets a company owns are not securities (by making an initial assessment filling)
and therefore not under the jurisdiction of the SEC, the registration process being a
two stage process vis a vis an initial assessment filling and the registration itself.
According to the regulation, all Digital Assets Token Offerings (DATOs), Initial Coin
Offerings(ICOs), Securities Token ICOs and other block chain-based offers of digital
assets within Nigeria or by Nigerian issuers or sponsors or foreign issuers targeting
Nigerian investors, shall be subject to the regulations of the commission. Existing
digital assets offering prior to the implementation of the regulatory guidelines will
have 3months to either submit the initial assessment filing or documents for
registration proper, as the case may be. Any person (individual or corporate) whose
securities involve any aspect of blockchain-related business will also be regulated
and as such, must register (so far their digital assets is within the scope of securities
as provided in the Securities act).

[i] SEC. "Statement On Digital Assets And Their Classification And Treatment".
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THE NEW REGULATIONS OF
SEC: MATTERS ARISING
As champion-appearing as the action of the SEC may seem towards regulating
Cryptocurrency, there are however questions to be raised from the circular. First,
there is no doubt that the payments of taxes is one of the effects intended by the
SEC through the regulation (though it is allegedly interested in ethical practices on
Cryptocurrency platforms). It therefore begs the question: considering how hidden
the conduct of crypto is and the fact that an unregulated currency is the major
building block of Cryptocurrency itself, is the government hereby interested in tax
or interested in curbing criminal practices on Cryptocurrency?(Owing to the fact
that they are strange to the happenings on the block chain) If the interest is the
former, a crypto based company with criminal involvement can then without
restriction, continue its hobby so long it gives Caesar his cut. Second, does this
regulation imply that the activities of crypto platforms must comply with SEC
directives on pre/post trade transparency and reliability? Considering that these
platforms also serves as wallets.[i] Finally, considering the earlier circulars of the
CBN with respect the subject matter, is a financial institution’s registration with the
SEC therefore satisfactory?[ii] If so, what would be the place of CBN?

[i] Tami Koroye [@tammi_koroye].(2020, September 15)
[ii] Adetola Ogunmokun [@adetolaov]. (2020, September 14)
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IS CRYPTOCURRENCY
REALLY UNTOUCHABLE?
Many people believe that cryptocurrency is not within the ambit of Governmental
control and cannot be seized. Inasmuch as the Government still wields regulatory
powers backed by the machinery of the State, this would appear to be false. Police
seized over €4.5 Million in Cryptocurrencies in Europe in what is its biggest LSD
(Lysergic acid diethylamide) bust [i]. The first Bitcoin ATM in India was also seized by
Police saying that it was not a legal tender [ii]. The United State Government in
November 2020 seized $1 Billion worth of cryptocurrency linked to the Silk-Road.
This comes after it confiscated over $8 Million worth of cryptocurrencies in
Alphabay forfeiture case [iii]. Both AlphaBay and Silk Road are websites on the dark
web famous for illegal trade. The supposedly untraceable and untouchable nature
of Cryptocurrency made it extremely popular for illegal transactions in its early
stages. The sum seized in the Silk Road case is the largest amount of cryptocurrency seized to date by the US Department of Justice.[iv] While there has not
been a direct case of an attempted Government seizure of crypto currency by the
Nigerian Government, we firmly believe that the Government possesses the
required capacity to do so.

[i] Europol. "Bitcoin: $1bn seized from Silk Road account by US government".
[ii] India Times. "Belanguru First Bitcoin ATM Seized"
[iii]Bitcoin.com. "US Confiscates Millions in Cryptocurrencies in Alphabay Forfeiture
Case"
[iv]BBC. "Bitcoin: $1bn seized from Silk Road account by US government".
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IS CRYPTOCURRENCY
REALLY UNTOUCHABLE?
Some states have absolute ban on digital currencies. Algeria, Egypt, Iraq, Pakistan
have bans on cryptocurrencies while Canada, Saudi Arabia, Russia and Columbia
have banking bans on its use.[i] While some states chose bans, some others opted
for regulatory framework. Tax laws in Israel, Sweden, Argentina, Norway and a
number of other countries are applicable to Cryptocurrencies. Other regulations like
anti-terrorism financing and anti-money laundering apply in Costa Rica, Singapore,
Japan, Australia and Denmark.[ii]
Some others have decided to or have plans to issue their own national or regional
cryptocurrencies with the Eastern Caribbean Central Bank (ECCB) already issuing a
digital version of its currency; the EC Dollar.[iii] This move is not isolated as a
number of other countries like China, Venezuela and Ireland and Lithuania are also
moving in this direction.
The role of cryptocurrencies in the future of financial transactions is not yet clear
but its adoption is increasing across the world.
[i] Library of Congress. "Map: Legal Status of Cryptocurrencies", June 2018
[ii] ECCB. "ECCB to Issue World’s First Blockchain-based Digital Currency"
[iii] Library of Congress. "Regulation of Cryptocurrency Around the World"
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CONCLUSION
Some exponents believe that Cryptocurrency is ripe to compete with traditional
financial systems and that money is an asset with value, meaning that money
competes with money[i]. Therefore, Cryptocurrencies needs to be fully integrated
into the global financial systems and before that can be done, there needs to be
regulations in place. It is also advised that international financial laws needs to
accommodate Cryptocurrency. By that, countries could utilize such international
law as a roadmap for drafting their municipal laws on the subject matter. Before
then, the intention of the government must be strengthened out, mechanisms
must be put in place to support the actual curbing of criminal practices on
Cryptocurrency and not just tax remittance. Cryptocurrency still remains a very
complicated wall for the government to penetrate (maybe impossible), the need for
the Nigerian government’s position on Cryptocurrency maybe therefore become
imminently needed than ever.

[i]Olisa Agbakoba Legal. "Cryptocurrency and Government Regulation in Nigeria"

We hope you have found this information helpful. Please note that this information
is provided for general informational purposes only and is not intended to be legal
advice. Therefore, no lawyer-client relationship is formed nor should any such
relationship be implied. It is not intended to substitute for the advice of a qualified
lawyer. If you require legal advice, please consult with a qualified lawyer.
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